
7. Who Am I?  How Be I? What Do I?

In the 1960s and 1970s, I and scores of other men and women taught a weekend course 
on 20th Century Christian Theology to tens of thousands of people.  The opening 
session of that course focused on the question of faith in God as the Final Upagainstness 
confronted by every human being in his or her daily and social history.  The opening 
talk for that first session was built around this sentence taken from the writings of Søren 
Kierkegaard: “When an external situation occasions an internal crisis raising an existential 
question from which we wish only to escape, we are having a Spirit experience.”  In the 1960s 
here were the four points of that simple, but gripping talk:

I. External Situation ! Endings in our lives
II. Internal Crisis! Emptiness -- Too little hope
III. Existential Question! Who am I?
IV. Escape! Hanging on to the Past
! Hiding from Awareness

Here is some grounding for these four points:

Endings:  In the sixties we were affected by the prospect of a nuclear holocaust.  We 
indeed had a very close call with the Cuban Missile crisis.  Many of us had seen the 
movie, On the Beach, about a group of people in Australia who were the last humans on 
the planet facing a wave of deadly radiation that was moving toward them.  One of the 
women in this story holding her child cried out, “There has to be hope.”   But as the 
movie unfolds, the last prospects of hope for human survival prove to be non-existent.  

Emptiness: The internal crisis dramatized by this fictitious story was about taking into 
our consciousness the prospect of no future for humanity.  “Emptiness” is a word that 
describes that internal sense of things when everything we imagine to be the fullness of 
life is ending.

So Who am I? when my entire form of life is gone or facing its last days.  Obviously, the 
human-species-ending prospect is an extreme case, but less extreme endings are being 
experienced by each of us every year.  The depression of the 1930’s in what was thought 
to be the world’s most stable economy was still vivid in the memories of many.  World 
War II was even more vivid.  One of the “endings” faced in that awful conflict was the 
crushing of many naive notions about the potential for malicious behavior on the part 
of our species.  If the Nazi and Japanese movements are possible, what does that say 
about “Who I am?” as a human being.
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These broad historical considerations are a reflection of what also goes on in the 
more ordinary endings of everyday living.  When the person we count on marrying, 
chooses someone else, it may seem like the world is coming to an end.  A few of us 
commit suicide rather than live in a world without such counted-upon prospects.  
When our dog dies, we can face an emptiness taking place in our self image.  Who am I 
now that I am “man without my dog”?  I can get a new dog, but it won’t be the same.  
And some of us have lived to experience the death of almost all our relatives and many 
of our friends and mentors.  Who am I now without these supports as part of my life?  
Endings are not unfamiliar to any of us.  Securities that we thought we had can easily 
pass away.   Grand periods of our lives can be entirely over.  Events can cast us in the 
final solitude of grueling decisions that we and we alone have to make.  What we 
thought we knew can become entirely silly to us.  What we  thought we had 
accomplished can be torn up.  Our presence of self mastery can become a time of guilt 
and shame.  Endings are at least as frequent as beginnings.  And whenever they occur 
we experience that internal crisis of emptiness and ask all over again, “Who am I?”

Perhaps the last thing we want to know is that we are permanently an oblivion 
experiencer.  “Nothingness” keeps happening to any and all of our “somethingness.”  
We don’t want to be fully lucid about this truth, so we Escape from such awareness and 
the life questions it raises.

Escape as Hanging onto the Past:  When endings come we can quite easily drift away 
from our present lives into memories of the past in which such limitations did not exist 
and were far from our minds. This drift into the past may provide a sort of relief, but as 
a pattern for living it becomes a disaster.  Our lives cannot find fresh meaning as long as 
we long for worlds that no longer exist.   As an man in my early eighties, I am 
experiencing a fragility and the lack of a strength that I have long taken for granted.  I 
easily opt for imagining the presence of a past in which I did not have to be so careful. 
Clearly, this is an escape which does not serve me well.

Escape as Hiding from Awareness:  If we are not hanging on to the past, perhaps we 
are like the proverbial ostrich sticking our head in the sand.  Our current experiences 
and our serious questions about living in the here and now can be seemingly avoided 
by simply getting too busy to think about it, or by indulging in some form of 
drunkenness or jazzed up addictions.  We may know that this is escape from our lives, 
but escape from this particular life can seem like a good idea.

However we experience it personally, we are, says Kierkegaard, having a Spirit 
experience whenever life has become so intense, and the question of existing has 
become so urgent that we want only to escape.
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In brief summation, that was the opening talk of this course in the 1960’s.   In the 1970’s 
a new quality of Spirit experience became predominant.  We called it the new mood and 
added a whole new column to the opening talk of our weekend course.  Here is the 
outline of those additions:

I. External Situation        ! Fresh Beginnings in our lives
II. Internal Crisis! Overwhelmed -- Too much possibility
III. Existential Question! What do I?
IV. Escape! Waiting on the Future
! Floating above Engagement

Here is some grounding for these four points:

Beginnings:  The youth movements of the seventies broke with the stodgy patterns of 
the fifties and began engaging in doing new styles of living and new participations in 
social change.  The women’s movements were becoming more challenging of the old 
patterns of life for women and for the men they were willing to live with.  The civil 
rights movement was also in full flower and was addressing the lives of virtually all of 
us.  Possibilities for a new society and new qualities of life for everyone was the air we 
were breathing whether we wished to be a part of these developments or not.

Overwhelmed:  The interior crisis that attended these happenings was not emptiness, 
but an equally disquieting crisis of being overwhelmed with too much possibility for 
fresh forms of living.  This was challenging to our stodgy patterns, our inertia, 
cowardice, pessimism, and our enduring patterns of thought.  Some of us jumped into 
the various frays which still felt overwhelming because of how little we knew about 
what we were doing.  Others of us sat on the various sidelines, but we watched with 
rapt attention or at least squirmed in our seats and complained about it all.

What do I?  The underlying existential question had sifted somewhat from “Who am 
I?,” a question that never goes away, to “What do I?,” a question that also comes into 
play as a permanent companion.  Clearly, we cannot do everything, but we can do 
something.  People were demonstrating that all around.  So what is my calling?  What 
purpose, what causes, what activities, what vocation is appropriate for my life within 
this sea of opportunities that are confronting us.  “Who am I?” is a very personal and 
solitary sort of question, even though we may gather in groups to discuss it.  But “What 
do I?,” while certainly personal, is also, “What groups do I join?”  What “We” 
experiences do I volunteer to take my place within?  What social engagements do I 
identify with and devote mind, time, money, and body to perform.  If “Who am I?” 
pulled on the attentionality aspect of my human consciousness, “What Do I?” pulls on 
the intentionality aspect of my human consciousness.  If God in the old mode meant 
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opening to the Void or No-Thing-Ness of human existence, now God also included 
opening to the Fullness or Every-Thing-Ness of human existence.  This new mood 
challenge was no less disquieting than the old mood challenge.  Other layers of our life 
potential came to the surface.  It is deepening to know our limitations, but is also 
deepening to embrace our possibilities.  So we are again prone to escape, and here is 
how we typically escape from these new mood challenges:

Waiting for the Future:  Engagement is a calling to move now, but we tell ourselves that 
maybe all this will be more clear tomorrow.  Perhaps I will be ready to decide 
something serious about my life thrust when I have finished my education, after I get 
settled down and have children, when I feel more clear about x and y, when the children 
leave home, when I am more economically secure, when I am older, when I am dead.   
Yes, waiting for the future means backing into our grave, rather than moving head first 
into what we now choose to expend our lives doing.  We never will feel totally certain 
about such decisions, but they need to be made now.  If education is my next step, how 
shall I be educated and for what?  If marriage is up for me, who shall I marry and why?  
Now is the time for core life choices; they do not actually wait. Whatever we decide 
now or don’t decide now frames the future.  The future waits for no mouse.  If waiting 
on something is indeed appropriate, then we must now choose waiting on that as a part 
of our venture in total life engagement. 

Floating above Engagement: Another mode of escape from the possibility 
confrontations of real history is floating above the fray like a person in a balloon basket 
peering over the edge looking lucidly at all the things going on down there on Earth, 
but never landing somewhere and taking part in something in real-time history.  
Thinking about this and that issue is only useful if practical action is the context for that 
thinking.  Aloofness from any real effort to bend the course of history is a means of 
escape from the challenges of real-world possibility challenges.  Opponents of 
progressive action both argue against the existence of these possibilities and punish 
people who attempt to realize those possibilities.  Such opposition signals that these 
opponents know that these possibilities are real, and that they fear actions to realize 
them.  These dynamics are part of what we face in the Fullness component of historical 
encounter.  We float and float some more because we are inclined to escape the risks of 
engagement and find a hopefully safe place on the sidelines of history.  Jesus, we might 
remember, was killed because he engaged in history, not because he put forth some 
pretty teachings.  His proclamation of a now arriving Kingdom of God was an 
engagement with a stodgy moralistic, excuse-making, status quo.

After teaching for many years a theology course that included such revolutionary 
activism, something more began to break loose, namely a third mood or column in that 
opening talk on Søren Kierkegaard's dynamics of Spirit Experience.  Facing deeply both 
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an encounter with the Void and the encounter with the Fullness of Reality began to 
blend together into an intensity that itself became an external situation occasioning a 
internal crisis raising a third basic existential question from which I, we, all of us wish 
only to escape.   I believe I first felt the force of this new mood reading the poetry of 
Kazantzakis contained in his book The Saviors of God.  Here is a quote that impressed 
me:

Learn to obey.  Only he who obeys a rhythm superior to his own is free.
Learn to command: Only he who can give commands may represent me here on earth.
Love responsibility.  Say, ‘It is my duty, and mine alone, to save the earth.  If it is not 
saved, then I alone am to blame.1

These lines do not mean that the Earth can be saved by merely me.  These lines express 
a sense of inward Demand upon my entire existence—indeed, the Total Demand of the 
Eternal on my fragile finite frame of being.  One of the old myths that expressed this 
feeling quite well was the story of Atlas holding the Earth on his shoulders.  One of my 
friends, I don’t remember who, created an expansion on this story in which Atlas asks a 
passer by to take over this burden while he went to get a drink of water.  So the passer 
by did so.  After thirty minutes Atlas did not come back.  The man began to worry, and  
to be even more concerned when Atlas did not come back after an hour.  The burden 
was heavy and he could not in good conscience put it down.  After a day, he became 
quite angry, even tearful about his predicament.  But when a week had gone by, he 
finally said to himself, “Well, I am Atlas now.”

Here is an outline for a third column of that original talk.

I. External Situation! The Intensity of the Total Demand
II. Internal Crisis! Scalded -- Too intense aliveness
III. Existential Question! How be I?
IV. Escape! Fogging over the Now
! Defense of old Habits

Here is some grounding for these four points:

Total Demand:  This experience is not new.  It is actually a presence that underlies the 
experiences of the Void and the Fullness.  And it is nothing more than the Demand to 
Love, as the two old commandments expressed: Love Reality with your entire life and 
Love your neighboring beings with the same intensity that you love yourself.  It is 
intense because is the calling to take on fully the relation with Eternity while still in an 
inescapable relation with temporality.  It is the discovery that each of us, like Jesus, can 
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be said to be both Divinely-related and humanly-related in one and the same person.  It 
is like being a stretch of the rubber-band of consciousness between time and Eternity. It 
is an extreme aliveness or glory in which we are engulfed, inspired, called, and 
anointed.  We are God’s prophet, son, daughter, sent into history to represent the 
goodness of Reality with our own realistic living.  This situation when it has come upon 
us invokes a third internal crisis:

Scalded:  This symbol points to the “hot-water” of living that is of a higher temperature 
than any previous living has prepared me or you to expect.  This aliveness is too 
intense.  Our first response is to cool it off.  But if we let ourself stew in this hot water 
for a while, we can notice a new existential question:

How Be I?:  Shall I be fully alive in this Awe-filled calling or shall I be more “normal”? 
Shall I live beyond all norms, or settle-in to what my parents and society expect of me? 
Shall I be an outsider of the obsolete established orders along with other fools for Truth, 
or shall I step back into a less intense, less Awe-filled, less demanding mode of existing?

Fogging over the Now:  Most likely I don’t even hesitate to consciously notice these 
“How Be I?” questions.  I simply turn on the fog machinery in my psyche and cloud up 
this entire calling with smokey confusion.  I simply space out, and I don’t even need 
drugs to to it.  This fog is constructed of irrelevant thoughts that put together worlds of 
reality that are easier for me to handle than the here-and-now intensity that is so 
scalding.  And I don’t stop to notice that I am making myself into a sort of zombie until 
something or somebody forces me to notice that zombie-hood is not really my best 
option.

Defense of Old Habits:   A more active sort of escape is a kind of rebellious anger 
aimed at defending my well-established personality habits as the only possible me.  
“Don’t expect more of me you nasty Reality you!”  “I am fine thank you.  I can muddle 
through without any further consideration of  Who I fully am?”  “Such questions as 
‘What I might do with my one Life?’ or ‘How be I the full authenticity of my existence?’ 
are only for fools that make too much of life.”  “Most of us don’t need such things, we 
just are what we are.  That is the way it is.  Let me hear no more about this.”

But such escapes are not actually necessary.  Perhaps I get skilled at noticing when I 
am fogging out and learn some equanimity about intensity.   Perhaps I grasp more 
clearly how Love of Reality and every reality is my true being rather than some horrific 
affliction to be avoided.  Perhaps I see that my personality habits are not me at all, they 
are just something I have created over the decades with which to get by, a still useful 
tool perhaps, but just not me in the full sense of Me—that stretch between time and 
Eternity which “stretch” can relate to itself and choose to be the being I am, rather than 
fleeing from it or fighting against it.  When such escapes are surrendered and Reality is 
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left to reign in our lives, we experience the scalding Total Demand differently, for what 
is being scalded is these egoic tendencies to escape.  Once escaping is given up, the 
scalding Demand becomes the glory of Spirit Love, of being loved by Reality and loving 
Reality back.  I will illustrate this with a simplified telling of a personal experience:

In my childhood formation I developed a fearful or paranoid style of personality.  I 
never felt well-understood and appreciated by my parents, and so my ingenious child 
apparently leaned toward becoming a pattern of personality that was shy, careful, 
solitary, secretive, lacking in boldness or willingness to risk.  As I began experiencing 
more consciously the Total Demand aspect of Reality, this old personality pattern was 
being scalded.  I was being challenged to risk, to be bolder, less careful, more engaging, 
more the initiator than the wallflower.  This was painful to the extent that I believed that 
my best-case life scenario was retaining my identity with this old personality pattern.  
But as I opted to notice that that pattern was not “Me,” but just a habit of operation that 
the “true Me” had created in order to get by as a child, the scalding of that pattern by 
Reality began to be seen as love for Me.  Indeed, it was the rescue of “Me” from a 
limitation of “me” toward a fuller, more-alive, and “true Me.”  This was experienced as 
a sort of “purgatory” because this old pattern and its unrealistic fears had to be 
experienced more fully and then abandoned (died to) as my true identity.  

I am still a personality that tends toward carefulness and secretiveness, but I am 
more on to myself now.  I know more clearly that I am not that old fearful “self.”  I am a 
“Self” far bolder and more capable of risk than I once believed.  Reality has been loving 
me into my native boldness, and I am more able to love Reality back, love my new 
boldness and more boldly engage in loving others.  Obviously this story is a 
simplification. To tell this story well requires a skill in autobiographical writing that I do 
not possess.  Nevertheless, this brief telling may give an impression  of what this third 
spirit journey is like, and perhaps give the reader hints as to how such a scalding of 
your particular personality might also be leading you toward a release into your fuller 
“You.”

Also, this illustration can provide a transition to another important topic: how all 
three of these journeys into the depths of Reality can be redemptive—can be a release of 
Holy Spirit rather than end in the described escapes.

The Healing Event and the Holy Spirit

By “healing event” I mean something fairly simple that I have found to be at the 
heart of the  Jesus Christ revelation.  This healing event (sometimes called “grace”) is a 
three-stage happening: (1) seeing my estrangement (or departure from realism) as well 
as the suffering of despair that characterizes that condition, (2) taking in the message 
that I am forgiven (accepted or welcomed home to Reality for a fresh start), and (3) 
accepting that acceptance and thereby opting for the fresh start entailed.  I will illustrate 
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these three dynamics more fully in other essays.  In this essay, I am simply noting what 
“The JC Event” means on the accompanying chart.

The full-page chart on the next page holds in one picture the three journeys into the 
deeps of Reality described above. The entire chart down to “the JC Event” space, is 
about recovering the meaning of the word “God” as an experience in our lives.  The 
word “God” adds nothing to the word “Reality” except a relationship of personal trust, 
loyalty and  devotion.  So both “God” and “Reality” can be words that point to the same 
everyday experiences:  (1) the No-thing-ness or VOID manifesting in endings,  (2) The 
Every-thing-ness or FULLNESS manifesting in beginnings, and (3) the Eternal Presence 
or DEMAND manifesting in intensity.

 Below “the JC Event” space on this chart is a description of the “resurrected life” of 
acknowledging  the VOID-FULLNESS-DEMAND as our GOD.  This new life appears 
on the other side of the Jesus Christ transition.  This transition is a movement from 
escape from Reality to the “Holy Spirit” of Reality.  This is a transition:

(1) from hanging onto the past and hiding from awareness to Trust as lucidity about 
Reality, forgiveness by Reality, and letting be of the Real actualities and possibilities,

(2) from fogging over the Now and defense of old habits to Love as strength of self, 
enchantment with Being , and compassion for others.

(3) from waiting for the future and floating above engagement to Freedom as 
liberation from ego, boldness of action, and attuned working with the real 
confrontations.

Take a moment to contemplate the chart, and then return to this text for some 
concluding comments.  Note that the middle column of the chart is an intensification of 
the other two columns.  That is:

“Equanimity is  my style” is an intensification of: 
“Oblivion is my Name” and “Resurgence is my Vocation”

“Love is my Being” is an intensification of:
“Trust is my Being” and “Freedom is my Being”

“Strength” in my Love of Self is an intensification of:
“Lucidity” in my attentionality and “Liberation” of my intentionality

“Enchantment” in my Love of Reality is an intensification of:
“Forgiveness” of my escapes and “Boldness” in my realism

“Compassion” in my Love of others is an intensification of:
“Letting Be” what is and “Attuned” working in the real world
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I will not illustrate all of the poetry on this chart.  I will only point out that it takes 
poetry to express our true being, and that poetry can be illuminated with personal 
stories as well as mythic stories that enable us to identify with real dynamics of our own 
personal lives.  

For example the word “Strength” can be poetry for understanding what it means to 
love our “true Self.”  Rather than indulging ourselves in our personality patterns and 
self-constructed images of our self, “Strength” means taking delight in manifesting our 
true Self.  I have found myself cast into tasks that seemed beyond my capacities, but in 
the midst of such “callings” I somehow found resources I did not know I had.  Perhaps 
you have had such experiences.  Such times as these are hints about what it means to be 
that Great Self that we are—the Self that we deeply and truly love.  

Yet my personal strength stories seem too weak to fully illustrate the Strength 
experience I want to communicate.  For example, I heard an interpretation of an ancient 
myth that tells about this Strength with surprising vividness.   In India there are mythic 
stories about a Goddess named Kali, who is equipped with a two-edged sword and 
wears a belt of skulls from all the heads she has chopped off.  She has been typically 
understood as the Goddess of destruction, but I see now that her essence can be 
understood as the slayer of falsehood.  These skulls are illusions.  She is a holy terror for 
truth and against everything that is without reality.  When we view this understanding 
of her story, we see that each of us is Kali in our true being; Kali is our true Strength.  
This is what loving your true Self looks like: swinging that sword and cutting off the 
head of every illusion in your life and in your society.  When you feel that intensity, that 
determination to be alive in the fullness of what is true, then you know what it means to 
love your real Self.  And this love of Self is of one cloth with loving Reality and loving 
all other real Selves.

So who I am?  Kali!  Jesus! Buddha! etc.

How Be I?  Strong with the Strength of Reality! 

What do I?  Slay falsehood in myself and others!  
                     And build anew on the naturally arising foundation of Truth!

Gene W. Marshall
© copyright 2016
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